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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Innovation is a key word in the highly technological world of 
today. Government, science, industry, and labor are all developing new 
operational PrOcedures, which are either entirely new or reforms of 
antiquated procedures. The field of education is also innovating in 
such areas as curriculum changes, new teaching techniques and ma.terials, 
differentiated staffing, greater student and teacher involvement in the 
educational process, and changes in school design and construction. 
Antiquated techniques are under fire and innovative practices are taking 
top billing in the profession today. The National Education Associa­
tion, through the National Connnission on Teacher Education and Profes­
sional Standards (NCTEPS), sponsored the Year of the Non-Conference 
(YOTNC), 1966-1968, during tihich demonstration schools provided the 
leadership across the country.l The Year of the Non-Conference md two 
main goals: (1) to develop ways to give teachers more time to teach, and 
(2) to encourage school systems to take bold and innovative steps to 
2improve the instructional process. 
Teachers, administrators. and interested citizens were urged to 
work together toward the goal of improved instruction. Professional 
INational Education Association dispatch. YOTNC, LWashington, 
D.C.] Non-News, July 1, 1967. 
2Ibid • 
2 
educators need to be aware of the changes taking place and of the 
additional resources at their disposal. They need to reexamine their 
own subject area, their own classroom procedures. and critically analyze 
them to see if a change is needed. But change does not just happen, and 
teachers are not always able or willing to play the role of innovator. 
Others t of course. are able and willing to change. The field of social 
studies in the high school is now lending itself' to change, just as the 
field of mathematics did before it. New ways of' teaching the social 
studies are being presented. and an examination of pist and present 
practices is needed to determine what can be conserved and integrated 
into the new system. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this study 
(1) to identify p:Ltterns or models of how the teaching of current events 
was incorporated into the social studies curriculum in the Secondary 
Schools of Des Moines. Iowa; (2) to determine how much time was devoted. 
to current events instruction in said classes; 0) to present profes­
sional educators I attitudes with regard to current events instruction 
in the social studies curriculum; and (4) to determine whether current 
events instruction has been enhanced or hindered by administrative 
policy. 
IrnP:Qrtance of the studil. Recent curriculum studies across the 
country have brought the development of new social studies programs. 
3 
These programs focus on different goals than p3.st social studies 
instruction. They employ instructional ideas that have been success­
fully used in the mathematics and science programs recently adopted by 
most public and private schools. SUch a curriculum study has been 
initiated in Des Moines. It is desigmted as the Advisory Committee 
for the Social Studies and illustrates that professional leadership in 
curriculum organization is a basic function of administration. The 
teaching of current events is an area which should be p3.rt of curriculum 
improvement • 
As the review of literature will show, the use of current events 
in the social studies classroom has long been a problem to teachers. 
There usually is not a setarate current events class, so the responsi­
bility for teaching falls on the social studies teacher, if indeed 
current events are taught at all. Some method of incorporation must 
then be devised. orten on very short notice, and without practical 
guidance from educatioml literature-
The mass media of television. radio, newspapers. and current 
periodicals focus attention on local, state, nationa.l, and world events 
almost as they occur. Current events might be ignored, but they will 
not go away or cease to occur. It was the investigator's firm convic­
tion that current events must be integrated into and become an integral 
r:nrt of the social studies curriculum which led to this study. It was 
also the firm conviction of the California Council on Improvement of 
Instruction. This group conducted a successful experiment and study 
over a period of llI)re than three years. in the use of current materials 
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in the classroom. The Council began the study with this thought in 
mind: 
It is a basic assumption of our American way of life that all 
citizens have access to information regarding current affairs, 
that they are competent to form intelligent opinions on current 
issues, and that reasonable and intelligent decisions may be 
expected as a consequence. To suppose, however, that in these 
complex times such public intelligence develops without explicit 
direction is incorrect. Social and technical achievements of the 
past, the great literature, and the recorded history of mankind 
have meaning primarily as they relate to the present. Thus, the 
curriculum of the modern school in all its branches must find an 
effectiva means for relating formally organized content with the 
events of today and tomorrow. l 
~ for the stugy_ First, the investigator in doing preliminary 
readings concerning the use of current events in the social studies 
curriculum found that the major authorities agreed as to the importance 
and need for current events instruction in the curriculum. Agreement 
was not forthcoming, however, on the methods used or the time allotted 
for such instruction_ A study of current events instruction in an 
actual school system would give some factual background to this problem_ 
The actual position and scope of current events instruction in the 
school district in which the investigator is employed became the focal 
point of his curiosity. It is hoped that the concluded study will help 
clarify the position and scope of current events instruction in the 
social studies curriculum of the schools studied and lem background to 
the literature in this field. 
lLucien Kinney and Katharine Dresden (ed.), Better Learning 
Thro;:gh Current Materials (Stanford, california: stanford University 
Press, 1949), pp. vi-vii. 
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Second, after conferring wi.th the supervisor of Sooial Science 
and the Advisory Committee for the Sooial Studies for the school system 
studied, the investigator determined two factors: (1) no stUdy similar 
to this has been done in the selected schools, and (2) the findings of 
this study might aid changes in the social studies ourriculum already 
under study in the system. 
A third area of need for a stUdy such as this was indicated by a 
review of completed thesis and dissertation abstracts for the period 
January, 1962, to January. 1970, contained in the Drake University 
Library. During this period no theses and only two dissertations 'tiere 
found to have been written in this area of interest and submitted by 
cooperating colleges and Universities in the United states. One of the 
dissertations was a study of current events instruction in a foreign 
country. There is a wealth of opinion literature on the subject, and 
several independent groups are resp:msible for collective findings in 
other cases. It was the investigator's intent that the research done 
in this area would lend itself to the fund of knowledge no'ti available. 
The fourth area of need for this study came out of the investi­
gator's perception of the changing society in America today, and 
especially the direction this cfoaanging society is pushing public 
education. Newsweek Magazine reported in a feature article on American 
education the follo~nng observation: 
Basically, the student complaint is th:tt their schools are out 
of touch with what is n'Ost important in their lives, that they have 
failed to keep plee ~rl.th the great changes in American life during 
the past two decades. The society, the stUdents know, has granted 
them more liberty tha.n any previous generation; but their schools. 
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they feel, restrict and thwart them in everything from dress and 
deportment to curriculums. Many remain sullen and bored, simply 
I doing time. I Others, less numerous but more imJXlrtant. raise the 
banner of rebellion, which these days carries only one word: 
J relevance III 
The investigator did not wish to expand the merits or demerits 
of this statement. He uses it to bring into foous his fourth area of 
need for this study. Namely, the classroom teacher and the administra­
tor cannot operate in a vacuum and abdicate the resp::msibility of 
instructional improvement, which is so clearly theirs. Current events 
as an integral fart of the social studies curriculum would appear to be 
the ideal means of relating the school to reality and a worthy goal of 
instruotional improvement. 
II. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The investigator limited his investigation to six Class AA 
secondary schools in Des Moines. Iowa, a metropolitan area of approxi­
mately 300, 000 people. 
The investigation sample surveyed sixty-eight social studies 
teachers with primary responsibilities for teaching tenth grade world 
history. eleventh grade American history. twelfth grade American 
government, and twelfth grade eoonomics. The sample also included the 
thirty-three counselors and six principg.ls of the secondary schools 
studied. These three groups represented the cross sectional view of 
1 Peter Janssen. "WhatIs \'!rong with the High Schools?, II Newsweek, 
LXXV (February. 1970). 65-69. 
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instructional improvement pertaining to current events instruction 
which was needed to make the comparisons and draw the conclusions cited 
in Chapters IV and V. 
III. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
Current event. A current event is a present-day event. a 
happening of today's world of social. economic. political. or scienti­
fie significrance which usually is reported in the news. 
Current events instruction. Current events instruction involves 
teaching the subject matter of the news in the schools. This is the 
concept of linking the past to the present and the present to the plst. 
in the hope that the overall learning process is improved. 
~ secondary schools. The secondary schools in this study were 
six Class AA schools in Des Moines. Iowa. a metropolitan area of 
approximately 300.000 people. Included were grades ten through twelve 
in the follo~nng schools: (1) North. (2) Lincoln. (3) Hoover. (4) 
Technie:tl. (5) East. and (6) Roosevelt. 
The social sciences. The social sciences are II scholarly and 
advanced studies of human relationships. The social scientist is 
concerned with experimentation. research and discovery to ~n.den the 
frontiers of knm..rledge about lnan and his relationships with other men 
and t>J'i th his environment. III 
lehester w. ~~rris (ad.). En~clo~dia~ Educational Research 
(New York: The Macmillan Company. 19 0). p. 129b. 
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The social studies. The social studies Hcomprise a portion of 
the school curriculum wherein the content, findings, and methods of the 
social sciences are simplified and reorganized for instructional 
purposes. ,,1 
The social studies teacher. The social studies teacher is a 
trained, approved fulltime person working as a regUlar classroom 
teacher. The sample selected for this investigation have primary 
responsibilities for teaching tenth grade world history, eleventh grade 
American history, twelfth grade American government, and twelfth grade 
economics. 
CHAP1'ER II 
REVIIDtJ OF THE LITERATURE 
The literature on current events instruction consists of actual 
research studies and opinions, varying in degree and depth. Individuals 
are resPJnsible for some of the findings and. opinions, while groups are 
responsible for collective findings in other cases. The studies and 
opinions presented here are in close relation to the problem of inte­
grating current events into the social studies curriculum. 
Prpich investigated and analyzed the prevailing practices with 
regard to current events instruction in the social studies curriculum 
in the four high schools of Salt Lake City, utah. The prevailing 
practices with regard to current events instruction were determined by 
the use of a comprehensive questionnaire which was completed by all 
forty-seven social stUdies teachers in the four high schools. Based 
on questionnaire results. Prpich found that the social stUdies teachers 
attached special importance to cultivating interest in current affairs 
at all levels--local , state, national. and interrational. The methods 
and techniques used most frequently in current events instruction were 
class discussion, lectures by the teacher, and having students collect 
clippings and pictures from current ma.terials. The most common 
pr'dctice with respect to time arrangement in teaching current events 
"Jas to spend about ten to twenty minutes per class, per week. on 
10 
l
current affairs. In relation to this, Prpich found that the "social 
studies teachers believed that the main deterrent to current events 
instruction ioTaS lack of tim.e." Z Students spent some time keeping 
informed about current events by reading the daily newspaper and news 
nagazines. by listening to news broadcasts, and by discussing current 
affairs outside the classrooms. The amount of time spent by students, 
however, -was considerably less than that spent by the social stUdies 
teachers in keeping informed about current affairs) 
In the successful three year stUdy of the California Council on 
Improvement of Instruction. current materials were applied to social 
stUdies classes as well as science. mathematics. homemaking, foreign 
language. English, and art classes. In the history classrooms of the 
Council, a common pC>:1.nt of vie\y "WaS found that "history, to be tune­
tional, must relate the present to the future and the past with a 
developing sense of perspective. ,,4 The current materials used by the 
Council were books, periodicals, newsplpers, government publications, 
charts. d.i.agrams. film strips. slides, radio transcriptions. and 
motion pictures. 5 The Council study was started in 1946, which accounts 
lvlike Prpich, "An Analysis of the Teaching of Current Events in 
the Social studies Curriculum in the High Schools of Salt Lake City, 
Utah 1962-63, I' Dissertation Abstracts, Y:J..V (July, 1964), 232J-2324. 
2~. t p. 2324. 
3rbid•
 
4,(, . t p 13
i ~nney, £E. C:L ., • • 
5rbid. 
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for the absence of television from their list. The list of current 
rnterials was enlarged by the Council to include field trips, community 
activities, expert personnel brought into class, or "any and all 
procedures whereby the adult secures his knowledge of what is going 
1
on./f From observations of the classrooms where current materials were 
being used, two categories used by the teacher became apInrent: 
L Current materials are supplementary, and the activities relating 
to them are considered as enrichment. 
2.	 Current materials are a major and integral p3.rt of the basic 
instructional materials. 2 
The Council took the stand of finding out what current materials 
add to the possible outcomes of instruction, not should current mater­
ials replace the textbook. From this clearly stated goal, the Council 
then conducted studies in great depth and detail in such areas as 
current materials as enrichment, current materials as a basic resource, 
the room display area, and evaluating the effectiveness of teaching 
procedures. 
Payne's edited work presents Brov.'IJ1' s findings on some of the 
outstanding practices and experiences he and his colleagues had 
observed as part of the New York Times CUrrent Affairs SUrvey wJlde in 
1949. Broum had found that connecting every historical unit with some 
current issue, whenever possible, contributed greatly to a sense of 
the relationships which exist batt-Teen past and present. Adjustment of 
the curriculum to a faith in contemporary affairs as the most likely 
lIbido , p. L 
2Ibid . , p. 17· 
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stimulant to learning in the social studies field and as the most 
serviceable nucleus around which to build social studies knowledges. 
attitudes, and behaviors. follows. The practices Brown reviewed start 
with the current affair ani then proceed to the historical view. A. 
considerable amount of time was spent on current events because of the 
emphasis that the teachers placed on them, and also the high degree of 
correlation with the basic textbook material. l 
Fraser ani West approached current events instruction lias a 
desirable means of achieving social studies goals. 1I2 The goal of most 
importance was as follows: 
The overriding purpose in teaching about current affairs and 
controversial issues in the secondary school is to help the student 
grow into a well-informed citizen who understands questions of 
public policy and contributes to their solution through the forma­
tion of a sound public opinion.3 
This quotation indicates that Fraser and \l}'est also felt that 
current events instruction should bring more meaning to the social 
studies program and be an integral part of any social studies class. 
Their lmtings stressed the need for the social stUdies teacher to 
carefully select the specific content and learning materials to be used, 
and to I employ definite criteria to guide his selection. ,,4 The 
IJohn C. Payne (ed.), The ~eachiQg of Contemporary Affairs 
(l1enasha, Wisconsin: George Banta Comp3.ny, 19.51), pp. 86-97. 
2Dorothy Fraser and Edith 1tlest, Social Studies in Secondaq 
School~ (New York: The Ronald Press Company. 1961), p. 234. 
J1bid• 
l¥rbid., p. 237· 
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major criteria were as follows: 
1.	 Is the current topic sUited to the maturity level of the
 
stUdents in the class?
 
2.	 Is the current development so important to the American public 
or the world at large that pupils who are mature enough to 
understand it should study it? This would be the criteria of 
significance. 
3.	 Third, if a current happening does not meet the crttenon of 
significance but is one in which pupils have expressed great 
interest, can it be used as a springboard to consideration 
of a topic that is significant and pertinent to the course 
content? 
4. 11. fourth criterion for selecting a current affairs topic for 
clafs study is the availability of information concerning 
it. 
Careful planning is needed to guard against current events 
instruction beconti..ng a Friday afternoon free period in which the topics 
mayor may not be related to the course content. Fraser and 'V!est 
referred to this possibility as "divorcing!' current events instruction 
from the course content, rather than rfrelating lf current events to the 
regular course work. This would coincide tr.i..th the findings of the 
California Council on Improvement of Instruction in vrhich teachers 
tended to vievr current events in two categories, one as supplementary, 
and the other as a major and integral part of the regular course 
content. 
The methods and techniques put forth by Fraser and vlest for the 
integration of current events into the social studies program ~rere as 
o 
follows: (1) the weekly current affairs period, (2) incidental treat­
ment of the news, (3) extended study of current affairs, (4) incorporat­
ing current affairs into regular course lmrk, and (5) current affairs 
clubs. 
p. 238. 
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The weekly current affairs period utilizes one class period each 
week and employs a classroom newspaper. Activities within the current 
affairs period center on discussion based on advance assignments or of 
committee reports. also assigned in advance. Topics are selected from 
major topics of domestic and foreign affairs. This approach tends to 
lldivorce" current events from the regular course content unless it is 
supplemented by one or !nOre of the other approaches. There is also the 
danger of the exercise being little more than "a superficial study" if 
many current events are covered in the one period. 
Incidental treatment of the news provides for dealing with the 
news only when an important event occurs. by discussing it at the 
beginning of the class period. As in the approach above. this plan 
needs to be supplemented by one or more of the other plans in order to 
lbe of any value to the student at all.
Extended study of current affairs is scheduled between the basic 
units of the course. or between subdivisions of the basic units. 
Topics are assigned in advance SO that class time is used "to present 
and discuss informa.tion. to compare and evaluate sources that have been 
used. and to draw tentative conclusions about policies and problems 
related to the topics. ,,2 In order to provide continuity to current 
events instruction using this approach, it is necessary to supplement 
it v,tith other more frequent approaches. 
lIbid.• pp. 240-2W+.
 
;ZIbid.. p. 21-1-2.
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IncorfX)rating current affairs into the regular course work and 
keeping unit plans flexible in terms of sequence to take advantage of 
current events, appears to be the approach favored by Fraser and West. 
The other approaches. including current affairs clubs. are of value 
only as they reinforce the incorporation method. The incorporation 
method is basically the practice of starting with the current scene and 
then proceeding to the historical view. The teacher of United states 
history nay introduce a unit on federal-state relations during the 
Federalist period. for example. with study of the nations current 
federal-state problems such as desegregation of the public schools or 
responsibility for control of environmental JXlllution. The class my 
then analyze major policies. court decisions and other factors which 
caused shifts regarding jurisdiction and responsibility in various 
periods of the natiOn'll history- Similar learning situations may be 
planned for geography. government, economics. and world history 
courses. Through the incorporation approach. a definite link between 
past and present is established am II students can learn the value of 
frlt dit *historical perspective for understanding presen con 1ons. 
In conclusion. Fraser and West listed varied procedures and 
materials for teaching current events. The procedures listed are 
special forms of oral reports by stUdents. such as a radio newscast. 
and special forms of class discussion in the form of model meetings of 
SUch bodies as the United States Senate. a state legislature. or the 
16 
United Nations Security Council, in which a current issue is debated.l 
The materials listed were adult newspapers. current events 
papers prepared especially for the schools. radio and television news­
casts and analyses. films and filmstrips prepared for school use. public 
meetings. political rallies. and other community resources such as 
guest speakers. 2 The time allotted to current events instruction would 
be in direct relation to the approach selected. varying from ten 
mirnltes at the start of the class period to a three or four day unit on 
current events sandwiched between regular course units. The incorpora­
tion or integration method would become so integral a part of the 
social studies class that the time differential between current events 
instruction and the regular course content would be indistinguishable. 
The teaching of current events was the concern of a l"1ealth of 
periodical and opinion literature. The review indicated that such 
instruction is minimal or non-existent. From this basic premise. with 
few exceptions. the review then indicated flhow it ought to be done. !I 
Consensus was reached on the point that current events should be used 
to help students understand what happened in the past and to gain a 
bettel" understanding of the present and future . Moulton simply 
commented that "added to an already overloaded schedule. current 
historical developments easily become a Friday-afternoon recitation 
lIbid.• po. 244-245·
-- . 
ZIbid .• pp. 239-245. 
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Ifunrelated to the study of American history."l 
Hamm expressed his dissatisfaction with current events instruc­
tion by commenting that II frequently current events are handled 
piecemeal in a little block of time at the beginning of the class. u2 
The current events under study were usually unrelated to the regular 
course content and amounted to little more than a rundown of newsp3.per 
clippings that S:.Udents brought to class. Hamm felt l'it would be 
better to ignore current events than to hit on the immediate happenings 
in the local or world situation in such a cursory manner. ,,3 Concluding 
that one of the most effective ways to teach current events is by the 
student-discovery ratiop.ale. Hamm offered the fol1mdng process: 
A	 problem area is specified, preferably as it grows out of the 
regular curriculum content. 
2. Four or five comprehensiva how or why probing questions are 
designated. 
The questions serve as framevrork for organizing corm1ri.ttees.3· 
4.	 Reading materials are made available to the corn.mittees. 
resources are shared. and skills of scanning and purposeful 
reading are developed. 
Present the report to the class ip some fashion such as role5· 
playing or p3nel presentations. 4­
Hamm's student-discovery rationale approach to current events
 
instruction coincides with Fenton's mode of inquiI"'J for the social
 
~uriel Moulton. ilCurrent Events and the American HistoF,f
 
Course. 1I Socia]~ Education. X);.'lJIII (December, 1964). 453-456.
 
2Russell L. fl.amm. HCUrrent Events Rationale. It Social studies.
 
LVI (January, 1965). 17-18.
 
'1JIbid. , 
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studies which has emerged as the effective means for overhauling the 
entire social studies curriculum. Fenton has provided for the develop­
ment of the inquiry skills "with which the useful, independent citizen 
can seplrate truth from falsehood and acquire dependable new knowledge.1l1 
Wass felt that the value of current events instruction has often 
been judged unfairly because of some of the present practices. He 
criticized the scatter-gun method, the current event-a-day approach, 
paneled news, and the line-upon-line approach. These practices 
basically employ using a specified day of the 1I1eek or the beginning of 
each class to have students bring in a current event to re]:X>rt on 
either individually or by panel presentation. The line-upan-line 
approach utilizes a student news periodical and the students orally 
read the text paragraph-by-paragraph. 
Despite Wass' strong indictment of the present practices regard­
ing current events instruction. endorsement l.oJaS forthcoming in support 
for the concept of current events as an integral part of the social 
studies curriculum. 2 Wass stressed variety of procedure in teaching 
current events and that all social studies teaching "should be finally 
focused on interpreting the current scene and preparing for the future. II) 
lEd1dn Fenton. "The Neti Social Studies, I' National Association of 
Secondarx School Principals Bulletin, LI (Harch, 1967). 62-73. ­
2Philmore B. ~';ass. "Improvil"€ Current Events Instruction, " 
Social Education. XXV (February, 1961), 79-81. 
3Ibid., p. 81. 
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The skills of news reading, listening, and viewing as they apply to 
reading newsplpers and periodicals, and listening to news broadcasts 
and telecasts were equally stressed by Wass. 
SPearheading the drive to help students continue their education 
after graduation is a program of in-service teacher education work­
shops. The workshops are designed to provide the necessary background 
for teachers to develop techniques of using the newsplper in the 
classroom. Hence, a better informed public is a desired outcome of the 
program. This outcome is provided for by teaching the basic skills of 
reading a newspaper reflectively to stUdents, and also the role of a 
newspaper in a democracy.! 
In the case of the Crossett, Arkansas, public schools, the 
coordinator of social studies initiated a successful program in inter­
national affairs by using current events as the springboard. The new 
program in international affairs required the combined efforts of 
stUdents, teachers, and administrators in moving from a special. no 
credit, night class status to full implementation in the regular 
curriculum. Students 1fIere more interested in the current daily news­
fBpers and lIreekly nm-IS nngazines because of the difference from the 
usual textbooks and because there tvas more of an opp:>rtunity and desire 
to express their mID ideas and opinions. 2 
lJohn H. Haefner, IlNmols in the Classroom," saturday ReviellI, 
XLIX (January, 1966), 71­
2Simms HcC1intock. lfCrossett, Arkansas; It started with Current 
Events. If Nation'll Association of SecondarY School Princi@ls Bulletin, 
LI (January, 1967), 94-59. 
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The creation of a separate current events class such as the 
internatiom.l affairs course was a point of deplrture from the tradi­
tional procedure of somehow integrating current events into the 
established social studies curriculum. However, the creation of a 
separate current events course or a series of current events courses 
dealing with specific current problems or areas should not be overlooked 
as a possible social studies curriculum development. lIlass concluded 
that the concern of the teacher is to decide how much infornation from 
the social sciences is needed to make current events comprehensible to 
his students. I This position would seem to relegate the regular course 
content to a supplementary role in support of a current events 
centered course. 
A.II of these research findings. and suPIX'rting literature. 
confirm the idea thc'lt current events should be used to bring more mean­
ing to the social studies classroom. This is the concept of linking 
the past to the present am the present to the past. in the hope that 
the overall learning process is improved. However. the techniques of 
how to do this are many and varied. The time spent on current events 
is directly linked to the technique selected. thus again there is great 
variation. The teacher in most cases md the option of using current 
events or not using them which means either straight historical 
lWass. £E. cit., p. 80. 
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instruction or integrated instruction. In addition. the studies cited 
were conducted more than four years ago. and the events of the late 
sixties have demanded attention from the schools. The following quota­
tion from Brown, writing on the present practices of using current 
events (1949). seemed to be applicable to the present problem. 
Success in the use of oontemp::>rary affairs, like most instances 
of success. is a function of adaptation and unique creativity. 
There can be stimulation but not blueprint. so far as the contribu­
tions of others are concerned. l 
lPayne (ed.). 2.£. cit •• p. 88. 
CHAPTER ITr 
PROCEDURE 
Drawing !!£ ~ questionnaire. Upon investigation of the number 
of individual contacts necessary to make this survey possible, the 
investigator decided that the questionnaire was the most feasible 
instrument to use. The construction of the questionnaire was based 
upon the following criteria: (1) review of the literature, (2) study 
of recently completed studies, and (3) the expert opinion of individuals 
involved in social stUdies, counseling. and administration in the Des 
I-foines area. 
The review of literature indio::tted few pertinent investigations 
from which to draw criteria for the questionnaire. However. there was 
supporting literature dealing prinarily with opinions about current 
events instruction- From the investigation and supporting literature 
the investigator determined the factors the questionnaire should deal 
with. Individual social studies teachers. administrators. and counse­
lors provided the last source of information for the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire was constructed inth certain objectives 
established as cr'"lteria for data. collection. The following is a list 
of those objectives: 
First, a philosophy of the members of the sampled groups in 
regard to the position of current events in the social studies 
curriculum; second. the lk'.ltterns or models of how the teaching of 
current events is incorpJrated into the social studies curriculum of 
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their schools; third, the amount of time presently devoted to current 
events instruction in their so cial studies classes; fourth, 1tlhether or 
not current events instruction should be increased or decreased in the 
social studies curriculum; fifth, the perception of the People in the 
sampled groups as to their position and function in finding an effective 
means for relating the social studies curriculum with current events; 
sixth, information concerning policies of particular schools or school 
district policies which may enhance or hinder the integration of 
current events into the social studies curriculum. 
The questionnaire was then constructed by the investigator for 
validation. 
Selecting the sample. The selection of a representative sample 
\tEa based ulJOn the preliminary process of compiling lists of all 
princip:>ls, counselors, and teachers of tenth grade world history, 
eleventh grade American history, tvmlfth grade American government, and 
twelfth grade economics from the six Class Aft secondary schools in Des 
Hoines, Iovia. 
To obtain the data Heeded the investigator s"'Ubmitted a request 
for approval of the investigation to the assis'-vant superintendent for 
educa tion of the selected school system. This appr(}'val VJas received 
from the aasist,.;'lnt superintendent for education and the director of 
secondary education for the system studied. Follo\>ung the suggestion 
from the central administration of the selected school system. the 
investigator contacted, in lN~iting, the principals, eArplained the na:ture 
<1 ~ - follovrlng., information: ao f t ' ' fa s s t uy"od ~ t'nern, ~nd ~e·.qud~te·d"'~ tIle _, (1) 
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list of all tenth grade lrorld history teachers, eleventh grade American 
history teachers, twelfth grade American government teachers. twelfth 
grade economics teachers, and (2) the names of the counselors in that 
school. Upon the return of this information, the actual selection of 
the sample was accomplished by the investigator, selecting a 100 per 
cent sample of the three groups to be surveyed: social studies teachers, 
counselors. and princip:ils. 
Validation and administration of the questionnaire. The vali­
dation consisted of administering the questionnaire to a random sample 
equal to 10 per cent or more of the sample who would receive the 
revised and final questionnaire. All individuals in the validation 
sample would receive the revised questionnaire after validation. The 
number of validating questionnaires used for each group sampled were as 
follows: for the social studies teacher group, eighteen; for the 
counselors. six; and for the principals, two. 
Upon the return of the validating sample. the basic questionnaire 
vms revised by the investigator on the basis of suggestions and comments 
made by the validating sample. Several additional suggestions t"ere made 
by the investigator's committee cmirnnn before final approval for use 
of the questionnaire V.ras given. With final approval the questionnaires 
were w~iled to the 100 per cent sample. and were returned by nail. 
This was undertaken durir-,g the third week of Nay. 1970. A cover letter 
explaining the nature of the study, instructions for marking the 
tionnaire. and a suggested return date. was enclosed vrl.th the 
questionnaire. l 
lCopies of the questionnaire and cover letters can be found 
the Appendix of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENrATION OF DATA 
Data for this study were assembled from the returned question­
naires. The investigator uses descriptive statistics and presents these 
in the form of tables of data related to the questions and groups 
sampled. 
The three major groups sampled were social studies teachers. 
counselors, and principals. The investigator divided social studies 
teachers into four divisions. These divisions were based on four major 
subject areas of the teachers and the social studies curriculum 
followed by the six Class All. secondary schools in Des Moines. Iowa. 
The major divisions are as follows: (1) 'WOrld history, (2) American 
history, 0) American government, and (4) economics. The data pertain­
ing to the major divisions of social studies teachers were presented as 
a whole for each group as well as comr:ositely for the entire group. 
The data pertaining to counselors and princi-plls were presented as a 
whole for each. and also compasitely where feasible. 
The statistics used in the following pages '(.vere compiled from 
the returned questionnaires. The investigator received the follovnng 
responses from the sampled groups: from social studies teachers. 88 per 
cent. or sixty of sixty-eight total questionnaires; from counselors. 
79 per cent. or twenty-six of thirty-three total questionnaires; from 
high school principals. a 100 per cent return. or six of six total 
questionnaires. A total of 86 per cent or ninety-two of 107 total 
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questionnaires were received by the investigator, from which the data 
were compiled. 
First. the social studies objectives of the six subject schools 
were investigated. Table I presents the data for this area. The data 
indicate that the major objective of the social studies class was to 
develop effective, functional citizens who can actually participate in 
solving social, economic, and p::>litical problems of the world. The 
groups indicated this choice by figures which represent between 70 and 
100 per cent of the sample. Two other objectives received mention of 
between 40 and 100 per cent. They were: (1) to develop the skills of 
critical thinking. inquiry, analyzing, observation, interpretation, 
the ability to form well-considered jUdgments; and (2) to relate 
formally organized course content with the events of today and tomorroH. 
Both the social studies teachers and principals indicated equal 
interest in developing social studies skills and in developing func­
tional citizens. 
The investigator next vnshed to determine whether current events 
instruction was a function of the social studies class. The data 
presented in Table II, page 29, indicate the finding in this area. 
Social studies teachers. counselors, and principals indicated that 
current events \-Jas a function of the social studies class by a 100 per 
cent figure for all three groups. 
The data presented thus far indicate a trend wP..ich can be 
followed through this study. Namely. that in theory the social studies 
TABLE I
 
SOCIA.L STUDIES OBJECTIVES OF SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS.
 
DES MOINES. IOv~. 1969-70 
Re-porting 
Group
-­
Develop effective 
functional citizens 
Yes No 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Re1ate cour se content 
1"1.th current events 
Yes No 
Num- Per N'um- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Relate course 
content only 
Yes No 
Num- Per N'um- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Develop social 
studies skills 
Yes No 
:Nwll- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
United States 
history 
teachers 16 84.2 3 15·8 13 68.Q, 6 31.6 7 36·9 12 63·1 1l.j. 73·6 5 26.4 
Go vernrrlent 
teachers 8 72·7 3 27·3 5 45·5 6 54·5 5 l.j.5·5 6 54·5 10 90·9 1 9·1 
Economi.cs 
teachers 8 88.8 1 11.2 7 77·7 2 22·3 4 44·5 5 55·5 8 88.8 1 11.2 
':[orld history 
teachers 18 85·7 J 14·3 13 61.9 8 38.1 6 28.6 15 71·4 18 85·7 3 14·3 
Totals 50 83·3 10 16.7 38 63.3 22 36.7 22 36.7 38 63·3 50 83.3 10 16·7 
Counselors 22 84.6 4 15.4 12 L16 .2 14 53.8 3 11.6 23 88.4 14 53.8 12 46.2 
Princip.l1 s 
_. 
6 100.0 
- -­ J 50.0 3 50.0 1 16·7 5 83.3 6 100.0 
Totals 28 87·5 4 12·5 15 46 .9 17 53·1 4 12·5 28 
,,. 
87·5 20 62.5 12 37·5 
N 
CP 
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classes investigated t.rere highly oriented toward current events instruc­
tion, within the existing framework of required courses for all 
students. 
TABLE II 
CURRENT EVENTS INSTRIJCTION AS A FUNCTION OF
 
SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSES IN SIX CLASS AA.
 
HIGH SCHOOLS. DES MOINES. IOWA
 
1969-70
 
;;;; 
= 
-: 
Reporting 
Group 
Yes 
Number 
Per 
cent 
No 
Number 
Per 
cent 
Totals 
Per 
Number cent 
United States 
histor-y teachers 19 100.0 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 11 100.0 11 100.0 
Economics teachers 9 100.0 9 100.0 
World history 
teachers 21 100.0 21 100.0 
Totals 60 100.0 60 100.0 
Counselors 26 100.0 26 100.0 
Principiis 6 100.0 6 100.0 
Tota,ls 32 100.0 32 100.0 
Table II ciata enlarged on this trend. shm..r.ing between 65 and 
96 per cent of the groups sampled rePJrted tMt no separate current 
events course existed in the sohoo1s investigated. One principal 
reported the existence of a separate current events course in his 
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school. He listed the official course title as If Contemporary Affairs." 
TABLE III 
CURRENT EVENTS AS A SEPARATE COURSE OFFERING

IN SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS,

DES HOINES, IOVIA, 1969-70
 
= 
Reporting 
Group 
Yes 
l'ilum- Per 
ber cent 
No 
mifu- Per 
ber cent 
Totals 
l\Ium- Per 
ber cent 
United States 
history 
teachers 1 5·) 18 94·7 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 1 9·1 10 90·9 11 100.0 
Economics 
teachers ) )).4 6 66.6 9 100.0 
World history 
teachers 4 19·1 17 80.9 21 100.0 
Totals 9 15·0 51 85·0 60 1-00.0 
Counselors 1 ).9 25 96.1 26 100.0 
Principals 1 16··7 £; 
./ 
8':1 ':1<..J O'.J 6 100.0 
Totals 2 6.3 30 93·7 32 100.0 
Continuing in thl s same area. the investi.gator next ~'ished to 
L"ivestigate current e',fents as a facet of extracurricular clubs or 
orgard.-zations in the schools sarnpled. T116 revi,ew of literature produced 
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the creation of a separate current events class. l The results which 
were obtained are worthy of further thought. The data presented in 
Table IV indicate that government and economics teachers, and principals 
TABLE IV 
CURRENT EVENTS AS PART OF AN EXTRACURRICULAR CLUB 
OR ORGANIZATION IN SIX CLASS M HIGH SCHOOLS, 
DES MOINES, lavA, 1969-70 
Reporting 
Group 
United states 
history teachers 
Government teachers 
Yes 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
3 15·8 
5 45·5 
No 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
16 84.2 
6 54.5 
Totals 
Num- Per 
bel' cent 
19 100.0 
11 100.0 
Economics teachers 
"\florld history 
teachers 
3 
5 
33.4 
23·9 
6 
16 
66.6 
76.1 
9 
21 
100.0 
100.0 
Totals 16 26.7 44­ 73·3 60 100.0 
Counselors 5 19·3 21 80·7 26 100.0 
Principals 2 33·4 4 66.6 6 100.0 
Totals 7 21.9 25 78.1 32 100.0 
in numbers of )0 per cent and more were of the opinion that extra­
curricular act:tvit:i(~s involved some facet of current events. The 
opinion of the other groups sampled did not reflect the same findings­
lSimroa HcClintock, !I Crossett, Arkansas; It Started with Current 
Events,1I Nation'll Association of Secondary School PrinciEJ,s Bulletin, 
L1 (January, 1967). 54-59. ­
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Almost 80 per cent of world history teachers and 84 per cent of American 
history teachers sampled felt that current events were not part of 
ext.racurricular activities. In either case it is interesting to observe 
that the activities listed by the sample indicating that current events 
were a part of extracurricular activities. concerned a variety of clubs 
and organizations. The clubs and organizations listed were United 
Nations Club. International Relations Club. Boys Club. Political Action 
Club. Russian Club. Debate Team. Student Council. and Drug Council. 
The previous discussion of Table II. page 29. indicated that 100 
per cent of the groups sampled felt that current events was a function 
of the social studies class. Table V presents the data regarding the 
views of the sampled groups as to the sufficiency of current events 
instruction. 
The data indicate that among the social studies teachers there 
is no strong feeling that there is either sufficient or insufficient 
current events instruction in the social studies classes. Overall. a 
small ma jority felt current events instruction in the social stUdies 
classes t~s inSUfficient. 
Among counselors. the data indicate more strongly the feeling of 
insufficient current events instruction. Sixty-five per cent of the 
counselors indicated this choice. The principals' response did not 
. o·f e;ther socl'al studies teachers or counselors.reflect the findings .L 
.' 1 sampled felt that currentEighty-three per cent of t he pr~nc~pa s 
events instruction t¢dS sufficient. 
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TABLE V
 
VIE'¢1S OF SAMPLED GROUPS AS TO SUFFICIENCY OF CURRENT EVENTS
 
INSTRUCTION. SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSES. 
SIX CLASS Aft. HIGH SCHOOLS, 
DES HOINES, rovIA, 1969-70 
: 
Not 
Sufficient Sufficient No answer Totals 
Reporting 
Group 
Num­
bel' 
Per 
cent 
Num­
bel' 
Per 
cent 
Num­
ber 
Per 
cent 
Num­
bel' 
Per 
cent 
United States 
history 
teachers 7 36·9 9 '+7·3 3 15·8 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 5 '+5·5 6 54·5 11 100.0 
Economics 
teachers 6 66.6 3 33·4 9 100.0 
World history 
teachers 8 38.1 13 61.9 21 100.0 
Totals 26 43·3 31 51·6 3 60 100.05·1 
Counselors 4 15·4 17 65.3 5 19·3 26 100.0 
Principals 5 83·3 1 16.7 6 100.0 
Totals 9 28.2 18 56.2 5 15·6 32 100.0 
Table VI indicates the percentage of social studies teachers t'!ho 
had training in the area of current events instruction. such as a 
workshop on using the newspaper in the classroom or a methods course 
in their college work. Eighty per cent of the social studies teachers 
had no training in this area. 
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It \-TOuld appear that current events instruction in the social 
studies classes of the schools studied has been neglected in practice 
but not in theory. As was reported earlier, 100 Per cent of the 
TABLE VI
 
NUMBER OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS \iCTH TRAINING
 
IN CUR.'R.ENT EVEI\1TS INSTRUCTION,
 
SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS,
 
DES MOI~~S, IOWA. 1969-70
 
Reporting 
Group 
Yes 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
No 
Num­
bel' 
Per 
cent 
Totals 
Num­
ber 
Per 
cent 
United states 
history teachers 3 15·8 16 84.2 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 2 18.2 9 8L8 II 100.0 
Economics teachers 3 33.4 6 66.6 0 
-' 
100.0 
VJorld history 
teachers 4 19·1 17 80·9 21 100.0 
Totals 12 20.0 80.0 60 100.0 
sampled groups indicated current events 1:-JaS a function of the social 
stUdies classes. only one principal rePJrted that his school had a 
sep1rate current events course, over half of the social studies 
teachers and counselors felt that current events instruction v~s 
inSUfficient, and 80 per cent of the social studies teachers had no 
specific training in current events instruction. 
The cIa ta for Table VIr reJX)rt one of the m..ajor areas investi­
gated by tIns study, th'lt being the philosophy of the &'l.mpled groups as 
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to the implementation of current events instruction. Over 70 per cent 
of the government and vmrld history teachers indicated that current 
events and materials should be incorporated into the regular course 
"Jork, becoming a major and integral r,:art of the social studies course 
TA.BLE VII 
PHILOSOPHY FOR IMPLe1ENTATION OF CURRENT EVENTS INSTRUCTION 
BY SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS, COUNSELORS 1\11.1D 
PRINCIPALS. SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS. 
DES NOI1I1ES. IO~JA. 1969-70 
Reporting 
GrouE 
Current events 
optional and 
supplementary 
to course work 
Num- Per 
bel" cent 
Current events 
major and inte­
gral p:trt of 
course work 
Num- Per 
bel" cent 
Totals 
Num­
ber 
Per 
cent 
United states 
history teachers 8 42.2 11 57·8 19 100.0 
GoverTh'11ent 
teachers 3 27.3 8 72·7 11 100.0 
Economics teachers 6 66.6 3 33·4 9 100.0 
1tlorld bj.story 
teachers 6 28.6 15 21 100.0 
61.6 60 100.0Totals	 23 38.4 J7 
88.4 26 100.023Counselors	 3 
6 100.0Principals 1	 5 83·3 
32 100.04, 12·5 28 87·5Totals 
: .. ; :=::	 = ;: :: ;:: : :::. 
. 1 Fifty-~even pe.r cent	 of thecontent and instMlctional	 1113. t er1.a s. ­
held this same philosophy. whereas 66 perAmerican hi.story teachers 
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cent of the economics teachers expressed a philosophy that current events 
should be optional and supplementary to the regular course work. Among 
counselors and principals, the data indicate that over 80 per cent of 
these groups supported the majority philosophy of the teachers. 
Table VIII and Table IX lend further support to the conclusions 
indicated by the data and the discussion of Table VII. 
Table VIII is concerned with the level of current events instruc­
tion in social studies classes. Over 75 per cent of the teachers 
sampled indicated that in their classrooms, the teaching of current 
events was being carried on at lIall levels, II local. state. national, 
and international. 
The amount of social studies class time spent on current events 
instruction was another major area investigated. Table IX illustrates 
the pertinent data. Over 75 per cent of the economics and ....mrld 
history teachers indicated that they incorporated current events into 
regular course t~rk; therefore. the time differential between current 
events instruction and regular course tfOrk became indistinguishable. 
Fifty-two per cent of the American history teachers and 63 per cent of 
the government teachers thus reported. Overall, only 7 social studies 
teachers reported that they spent less t.han one class period vreekly on 
current events instruction. \<lith this situation the investigator does 
not feel that current events instruction has been neglected. but 
rather that current events instruction has been implemented by a 
philosophy and time p3.ttern Hmch hinders simple observation or 
detection. 
TABLE VIII 
LEVEL OF CURRENT EVENTS INSTRUCTION t SOCIAL STUDIES 
CL.I\SSES, SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS. 
DES MOI~~S. IOWA. 1969-70 
-~-----~----~ ~---­ --- J:rit;er-
Local State National national All levels Totals 
Reporting Num- --Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Group ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
United states 
histor:v teachers 1 )·3 1 5·3 1 )·3 1 )·3 15 78.8 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 1 9.1 10 90.9 11 100.0 
Economics teachers 1 11.2 8 88.8 9 100.0 
World history 
teachers 2 9·6 19 90.4- 21 100.0 
Totals 1 1.7 1 1.7 :3 ).0 3 ).0 52 86.6 60 100.0 
TABLE IX 
AHOUNT OF SOCT..J.L STUDIES CL.4.SS TIME SPENT ON
 
CURRENT EVENTS INSTRUCTION, SIX CLASS AA
 
HIGH SCHOOLS, DES ~lOINES, IOtlA, 1969-70
 
Reporting 
GraUE 
One class 
period 
weekly 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
Ten-Twenty 
minutes 
per class 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
Three-four Incorporate, 
day unit time indis­
between regu- tinguish­
lar unit able 
Num- Per Num- Per 
bar cent ber cent 
Less than 
one class 
period 
weekly 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
Totals 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
United states 
history teachers 5 26 .] 
- -­ -
-­ 10 52.6 4 21.1 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 2 18.2 1 9.1 
-
-­ 7 63·6 1 9·1 11 100.0 
Economics 
teachers 1 11.1 
- -­ I 11.1 7 77.8 - -­ 9 100.0 
Horld history 
teachers 1 4.8 1 4.8 1 4.8 16 76.1 2 9·5 21 100.0 
Totals 9 15·0 2 3·4 2 3·4 40 66.6 7 11.6 60 100.0 
'-.oJ 
en 
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Tables X, XI, XII, XIII, and XIV are concerned with the identifi­
cation of the patterns or models of how the teaching of current events 
is incorporated into the social studies curriculum in the secondary 
schools of Des Moines. Iowa. 
Table X concerns the identification of special methods or oral 
reporting used in teaching current events to social studies classes. 
The cia ta indicate that between 45 and 75 per cent of the social stUdies 
teachers used individual reports by students, taken from clippings and 
pictures from current materials. Government, economics, and world 
history teachers indicated the use of reporting or lecturing by the 
teacher in numbers of between 35 and 70 per cent. Forty-two per cent 
of the world history teachers and 54 per cent of the government 
teachers used committee or ranel reports on previously assigned cate­
gories or topics. Eleven of 60 social stUdies teachers indicated they 
used no special methods of oral reporting in teaching current events. 
The identification of special methods of class discussion used 
in teaching current events is the focus of Table XI. The data indicate 
that the two major methods of class discussion were as fo1101..r8: (1) 
"bull sessions. q of a slX)ntaneous or planned mture. and (2) discussion 
of a topic or event based on an assignment in which informtion is 
obtained from va.rlous sources. The informtion is then compared, 
evalua.ted. and sYnthesized by the whole class after the students have 
read about the topic invelved. Ninety per cent of the world history 
teachers indicated they used the f1bull session!! method of teaching 
current events. wher&1.s only 33 per cent of the economics teachers 
I·", 
..~ 
TABLE X 
IDETtITIFICATION, SPECIAL ivlETHODS OF ORAL REPORTING
 
IN TEACHING CURRENT EVElIrrS, TO SOCIAL STUDIES
 
CLA.SSES, SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS,
 
DES MOINES, IO~~. 1969-70
 
Reporting 
Group 
Individual student 
reports taken from 
cli£;Pings and pictures 
Yes l;Jo 
Num- Per 
. 
Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Radio or television 
newscast by student 
or group of students 
Yes No 
Nurn- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Committee or plnel 
reports on previously 
assigned topics 
Yes No 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
United states 
history teachers 9 47.4 10 52.6 3 15.8 16 84.2 6 31.6 13 68.4 
Government teachers 8 72·7 3 27·3 3 27·3 8 72.7 /0 54·5 5 45·5 
Economics teachers 5 55·5 4 l14·5 1 11.2 8 88.8 3 33·4 6 66.6 
v.lorld history 
teachers 13 61·9 8 38.1 1 4.8 20 95·2 9 42·9 12 57·1 
Totals 35 58. L). 25 41.6 8 13.4 52 86.6 24 40.0 36 60.0 
g
 
...):71'11',
 
TABLE X (continued) 
Rep?rt or lecture 1:?l teacher None 
Yes No Yes No 
Reporting NUm- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
Group ber cent ber cent ber cent ber 
*' '2!i 
cent 
United states 
history teachers 7 36.9 12 63·1 .5 26.4 14­ 73.6 
Government teachers 6 54·5 .5 45·.5 1 9·1 10 90·9 
Econow.ics teachers 6 66.6 3 33·4 2 22·3 7 77·7 
Vlorld lU.story 
teachers 10 47·7 11 52·3 :3 14·3 18 85·7 
Totals 29 48.l~ 31 .51.6 11 18.4 49 81.6 
~
 
TABLE XI 
IDENTIFICATION, SPECIAL te1ETHODS OF ClASS DISCUSSION
 
USED IN TEACHING CURRENT EVENTS, SOCIAL STUDIES
 
CLASSES, SIX CLASS A.A HIGH SCHOOLS,
 
DES MOINES, IaiA, 1969-70
 
Discussion based on reading 
assignment. Inforrna.tion 
then compared, evaluated by 
students 
Evaluative discussion of 
taped speech, news film 
or filmstrip, after back­
ground reading by students__ 
Bull sessions, 
spontaneous or 
planneci 
Reper-ting 
Groups 
Yes 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
No 
Num­
ber 
Eer 
cent 
Yes 
Nurn- Per 
ber cent 
No 
Num­
ber 
Per 
cent 
Yes 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
No ~N~urn"";;';-""-=P-e-r-
bar cent 
United states 
history teachers 8 42.2 11 57.8 3 15·8 16 84.2 12 63·1 7 36·9 
Government teachers 8 72.7 3 27.3 .5 4.5.5 6 54.5 7 63·6 4 36.4 
Economics teachers r 0 66.6 3 33.4 1 11.2 8 88.8 3 33·4 6 66.6 
World history 
teachers 12 57.1 9 42·9 4 19·1 17 80.9 19 90.4 2 9.6 
Tota.ls 3.j,. 56 .6 26 43.4 13 21.7 47 78·3 41 68.3 19 31.7
'
~ 
N 
TA3LE XI (continued) 
Rer,Xirting 
Groups 
Role-playing utilizing 
st.:'1ged discussions. model 
meetings. such as 
leg:islature 
Yes No 
NUm- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
None 
Yes 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
No 
Num--Per 
ber cent 
United. states 
history tea chers 
Government teachers 
Economics teachers 
2 10.6 17 89.4 
3 27·3 8 72·7 
1 11.2 8 88.8 
4 21.1 
1 11.2 
15 78·9 
11 100.0 
8 88.8 
i'Jorld history 
teachers 5 23.9 16 76.1 
-
21 100.0 
Totals 11 18./-i- 49 81.6 5 8.4 §5 91.6 
e;
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indicated they used the te~hnique. Sixty-three per cent of the American 
history and government teachers agreed on the use of "bull sessions. 11 
Table XI also indicates that discussion of a topic or event based on an 
assignment in which information is obtained from various sources. was 
used by 40 to 70 per cent of the social studies teachers. A small 
proportion of the teachers sampled used no methods of class discussion 
in tea ching current events. This group totaled less than 9 per cent of 
the social studies teachers sampled. 
Table XII identifies the current periodicals worked with in 
teaching current events in social studies classes. Daily nevrspapers and 
news magazines vlere the two major current periodicals used by the social 
studies teachers. Government. economics. and world history teachers 
indicated these choices by over 88 per cent. whereas overall. less th..an 
25 per cent of the teachers used special classroom student newspapers. 
government publications. and books. One teacher reported he used no 
current periodicals in teaching current events in his social studies 
classes. 
The major aUdio-visual media materials used in teaching current 
events vJere television programs. motion pictures, film strips, slides. 
and transp:"lrencies. Table fiI presents the data for this area. The 
Oloes. 1.'n numbers ranging· social stud-teo terlchers indic-:1ted these ch from 1 
31 to 77 per cent. Only 7 teachers reported using radio programs, 3.nd 
5 teachers or 8 per cent reported that they used no aUdio-visual media 
materials. 
TABLE XII 
IDENTIFICATION OF CURRENT PERIODICALS WORKED "vIITH IN 
TEACHING CURRENT E1IENTS IN SOCIAL srUDIES
 
CLASSES, SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS,
 
DES HOI Nli.:S , IOtTA, 1969-70
 
Reporting 
Group 
Dally 
newspaEers 
Yes No 
Num- Per Num­
ber cent ber 
Per 
cent 
Special classroom 
News magazines such stUdent newspapers, 
as N@!i§}@el\ magazines 
Yes No Yes No 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
United states 
history teachers 13 68./~. 6 31.6 15 78·9 4 21.1 4 21.1 15 78.9 
Government 
teachers 10 90.9 1 9·1 11 100.0 
- -­ 3 27·3 8 72·7 
Economics teachers 8 88.8 1 11.2 9 100.0 - -­ 2 22·3 7 77·7 
Vlor1d history 
teachers 20 95·2 1 4.8 19 90.4 2 9·6 2 9.6 19 90.4 
Totals 5l 85·0 9 15.0 54 90.0 6 10.0 11 18.4 49 81.6 
&"
 
TABLE XII (continued) 
Eeporting 
Group 
Government 
publications 
Yes No 
NUffi- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
BoC?ks _ ~_ _ 
Yes No 
NUffi- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
None 
Yes 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
No 
Num-Per 
ber cent 
United states 
history teachers 1 5·3 18 94.8 5 26.4 14 73.6 19 100.0 
Government 
te:lchers 6 54··5 5 1.j..5· 5 4 36.4 7 63·6 11 100.0 
Economics teachers J 33·4 6 .6 1 11.2 8 88.8 9 100.0 
'1Jorld history 
teachers 2 9.6 19 90.4 4 19·1 17 80.9 1 4.8 20 95·2 
-
Totals 12 20.0 48 80.0 14 23· Lj. 46 76.6 1 1·7 59 98 •.3 
8­
1 
,1
 
TABLE XIII 
IDEIITIFICATION OF AUDIO-VISUAL HEDIA VLATERIALS USED IN 
TEACHING CURRENT EVENTS. SOCIAL STUDIES
 
CLASSES, SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS.
 
DES HOINES. rOl'iA. 1969-70
 
Reporting 
Group, 
Television programs 
Yes No 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Radio programs 
Yes No 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Hotion pictures 
Yes No 
NUln- Per Num- Per 
ben cent ber cent 
United states 
history teachers 11 57.8 8 42.2 1 5·3 18 94.7 14 73.6 5 26.4 
GoverT'-'llent 
teachers 7 63·6 4 36.4 3 27·3 8 72.7 5 45·5 6 54·5 
Economics teachers 6 66.6 3 33.4 1 11.2 8 88.8 7 77·7 2 22 •.3 
Vlor1d history 
teachers 14 66.6 7 33·4 2 9.6 19 90.4 11 52·3 10 47.7 
Totals 38 63·3 22 36.7 7 11.7 53 88 •.3 .37 61.6 2.3 28.4 
.f=" 
-'l 
TABLE XIII (continued) 
Rep:>rting 
Group 
Current films produced 
for student viewing 
Yes No 
Num- Per NUDl- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Film strips. slides. 
transparencies 
Yes No 
NUffi- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
None. 
Yes No 
Num- Per Nwn- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
United states 
history teachers 10 52.6 9 47.4 6 31.6 13 68.4 1 5·3 18 94.7 
Go ve rn.'Ylent 
teachers 6 54·5 5 '+5· 5 8 72.7 3 27·3 - -­ II 100.0 
Economics teachers 2 22·3 7 77.7 7 77·7 2 22·3 2 22.) 7 77·7 
"'Todd history 
teachers 10 47.7 11 52·3 9 42·9 12 57·1 2 9.6 19 90.4 
Totals 28 46·7 32 5)·3 30 50.0 30 50.0 5 8.4 55 91.6 
g
 
Table XIV depicts what community resources were used in teaching 
current events to social studies classes. The data present a contrast. 
between the government teachers sampled as opposed to the American 
history. economics. and world history teachers. Seventy-two per cent of 
the government teachers indicated they used field trips. whereas 68 per 
cent of the American history te-"'lchers. 66 per cent of the economics 
teachers. and 90 per cent of the world history teachers reported that 
they did not use field trips-
Guest speakers vlere used by 63 per cent of the government teach­
ers, whereas Americctn history. economics. and world history teachers 
indicated in numbers of 55 per cent and more that guest speakers 1trere 
not a part of their programs. Individual stUdent or committee inter­
vievJS of pUblic officials. political candidates. civic leaders. or other 
citizens "Tho had a definite point of view on a current issue Here used 
by 54 per cent of the government teachers. Economics teac..hers followed 
1,-{ith 44 per cent that used interviews. whereas less than 20 per cent o.f 
the world history teachers used the technique of student interviews. 
Twenty-seven of 60 social studies teachers indicated that they used no 
coml'llUnity resources in teaching current events in their social studies 
classes. 
One teacher listed as his reason for not using community 
resources, the !fred tape!1 that a teacher must go through to take stud­
ents on a field trip or htl ve a guest speaker approved by the school 
administration_ The arrangement of transportation for a field trip 
o.ppeared to be an obstacle to such an activ"ity. in the opinion of this 
TABLE XIV 
IDENTIFICATION OF COMYlUNITY RESOURCES USED IN 
TEACHING C1.JRltENT EVENTS, SOCIAL STUDIES 
CLA.SSES, SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS,
 
DES MOI~~S, IOWA, 1969-70
 
Reporting 
Group 
Field trios 
2!l? 
-
Yes No 
Num- Per NUTn- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Guest speakers 
Yes No 
l",uffi- Per Num­
ber cent ber 
Per 
cent 
Local University 
activities 
Yes No 
Num- Per Num­
ber cent ber 
Per 
cent 
United states 
history teachers 6 31.6 13 68.4­ 6 31.6 13 68.4 2 10.6 17 89.4 
Government 
teachers 8 72·7 3 27·3 7 63·6 4 36.4 2 18.2 9 81.8 
Economics teachers 3 33·4­ 6 66.6 4 44·5 5 55·5 2 22.J 7 77·7 
l:[orld history 
teachers 2 9·6 19 90.4­ 6 28.6 15 71.4 4 19·1 17 80·9 
Totals 19 31.7 1-1-1 68·3 2J 38.4 37 61.6 10 16.7 50 8).3 
o 
VI 
.... i£!ii~
 
TABLE XIV (continued) 
Reporting 
Group
-
student inverviews of public 
officials. candidates, leaders 
Yes No 
Nu.m- Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent 
Yes 
Num­
ber 
None 
No 
Per Num­
cent ber 
Per 
cent 
United states 
history teachers 5 26.4 14 7).6 9 47.4 10 52.6 
Go verrunent 
teachers 6 5'-1-.5 5 45.5 3 27·3 8 72·7 
Economics teachers 4 44.5 5 55.5 3 33·4 6 66.6 
vlorld history 
teachers 4 19.1 17 80.9 12 57.2 9 42.8 
Totals 19 31. 7 41 68.3 27 45·0 33 .5.5.0 
~
 
iJ
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teachers. As to the approval of guest speakers. it is the policy of the 
Des Moines schools that guest speakers be approved by the individual 
building princirnl. 
Table XV presents the views of social studies teachers as to the 
effectiveness of bulletin board displays in stimulating news reading 
and interest for students. Government. economics. and world history 
teachers indicated in numbers of 66 to 72 per cent that bulletin board 
displays did stimulate news reading and interest for students. Fifty-
seven per cent of the American history teachers also agreed Hith 
this view. 
TABLE XV 
VIEW OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS AS TO EFFECTIVENESS. BULLETIN 
BOARD DISPLAYS IN STIMULATING NEWS REAffiNG AND INTEREST 
FOR STUDENTS. SIX CLASS AA HIGH SCHOOLS. 
DES MOn~ES. IOi·TA. 1969-70 
Reporting 
Group 
Yes 
Num- Per 
bel" cent 
!.Jum­
ber 
No 
Per 
cent 
Totals 
Num- Per 
ber cent 
United states 
history teachers 11 57.8 8 42.2 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 8 72.7 J 27·3 11 100.0 
Economics teachers 6 /1 /oo.D 3 J3·4 9 100.0 
1;!orld history 
teachers 14 66.6 7 33·4 21 100.0 
60 100.0Totals 39 55·0 21 35·0 
:- :: 
= 
= :: 
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Table XVI is concerned with the question of teaching only non­
controversial current events in social stUdies classes. Social stUdies 
teachers indicated in numbers of 94 to 100 per cent that controversial. 
as well as non-controversial. current events should be taught in social 
studies classes. The principals and counselors agreed with this by a 
100 per cent figure for both groups. One world history and 1 American 
history teacher indicated that only non-controversial current events 
should be taught in the social studies classes. 
TABLE XVI 
VIEWS OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS. COUNSELORS. AND PRINCIPALS. 
SIX CUSS AA !-ITGH SCHOOLS. DES HOI~'ES. IOWA. 1969-70. 
AS TO TEACHING OAlLY NON-CONTROVERSIAL CURRENT 
EVENTS IN SOCIAl STUDIES CLASSES 
Reporting 
Group
. 
Yes 
Num- Per 
bel' cent 
Num­
bel' 
No 
Per 
cent 
Totals 
Num­
bel' 
Per 
cent 
United States 
history teachers 1 5·3 18 94·7 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 11 100.0 11 100.0 
Economics teachers 9 100.0 9 100.0 
\florId history 
teachers 1 4.8 20 95·2 21 100.0 
Totals 2 J.4 58 96•6 60 100.0 
Counselors 
Princiln1s 
,,/LD 
/'
b 
100.0 
100.0 
26 
6 
100.0 
100.0 
Totals 
:--:::,;­ . ; 
)2 
:::: 
100.0 1'"'./L. 100.0 
----------- -
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The investigator was interested in the opim.' f th 
- on 0 e groups 
sampled as to the main deterrent, if any, to current events instruction 
in the schools sampled. Table XVII presents the results of data 
compiled for this question. 
The data indicate that among the social studies teachers there is 
no strong feeling toward any one obstacle to current events instruction. 
Fifty-four per cent of the government teachers and 52 per cent of the 
vJOr1d history teachers reported that they felt the poor availability of 
current materials and infornation for class study was the main deterrent 
to current events instruction. Thirty-three per cent of the economics 
teachers were in agreement with the government and world history 
groups, whereas only 15 per cent of the American history teachers indi­
cated agreement. 
Overall, only 15 per cent of the social studies teachers felt 
that there vIaS not enough time to cover the textbook material, let alone 
current events. TvJO princirnls indicated that there was not enough time 
to teach current events and 3 princip3.1s commented that teachers were 
the rnain deterrent to current events instruction. One of the 3 princi­
p3.ls that commented felt that some teachers ~vere "hooked on the 
textbook. Ii 
Table XVII data also indicate that there l"ere no significant 
administr3tive or COlTllllUnitY pressures to avoid teaching controversial 
current (wents in the classroom. Only 1+ of 60 social studies teachers 
ind:1.catcH.l the existence of administrative pressures to av"Oid teaching 
",:.,.,1,
,'/:', 
ii~ 
TABLE XVII 
VTE\;[S OF SOCIAL Sl'tJDIES TEACHERS. COUNSELORS, AND PRINCIPALS 
AS TO 7fAIN DETERRENT TO CURRENT EVENTS INSTRUCTION, 
SIX CLASS AA. HIGH SCHOOLS,
 
DES MOI~~S, IO~~. 1969-70
 
Poor avail­
Not 
abi1ity of 
current mate­ Lack of 
Admini­
strative 
enough 
time 
r1.als for 
class study 
student 
interest 
discour­
agement 
Community 
pressure 
None of 
these Totals 
Reporting 
Group 
Num­
ber 
Per 
cent 
Num­
ber 
Per 
cent 
Num­
ber 
Per Num­
cent ber 
Per 
cent 
NUm­
ber 
Per 
cent 
NUffi­
ber 
Per 
cent 
Num­
ber 
Per 
cent 
United states 
rListory 
teachers 
Government 
teachers 
Economics
 
teachers
 
\.[0 r1d hi stary 
teachers 
6 31.6 3 15·7 4 21.1 2 10.6 1 5.3 3 15·7 19 100.0 
6 54·5 2 18.2 3 27·3 11 100.0 
1 11.1 3 33. LI­ 2 22.2 
- -­
I li.l 2 22.2 9 100.0 
2 9.5 11 52·3 1 lh8 2 9·5 1 4.8 4 19.1 2l 100.0 
-
To t:'l1 s 9 15·0 23 38·3 9 15·0 4 6.6 3 5·1 12 20.0 60 100.0 
Counselors 
Principals 
Totals 
5 
2 
7 
19·3 
33.4, 
-
21.8 
L~ 
4 
15·4 
12.6 
6 
6 
23.0 
18.7 
-
-­ I 
1 
3·9 
3.2 
10 
4 
14 
38.4 
66.6 
1-1-3·7 
26 
6 
32 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
V\ 
V\ 
----------
controversial current events. AmongcoUTIselors and princip:l.1s there 
t 
was 100 per cent support for the majority opinion of the teachers. 
As WdS reported earlier. 100 per cent of the principa.ls indicated 
tha t current events instruction was a function of the social stUdies 
classes, 8) per cent indicated that current events and materials should 
be implemented as a major and integral p:l.rt of the social studies 
classes. and 100 per cent indica ted tmt controversial, as well as non­
controversial. current events should be taught in social studies 
cl.a sses. These data lend further support to the conclusions indicated 
by the da t.'l and the discussion of Table XVII. 
Table X\TIII presents the data for the opinions of the sampled 
groups with regard to the following question: !lIn your opinion. should 
the creation of a separate current events course dealing with specific 
current problems or areas be a so cial studies curriculum development in 
your schoo17 II 
The date"! indicate that 52 per cent of the American history 
tea chers, 54 per cent of the goverrmlent teachers. and 71 per cent of the 
world history teachers Here of the opinion that a separate current 
events course should be a social studies curriculum development in their 
schools. The economics teachers were of a different opinion. with 66 
per cent reporting th.,a t a sep<'lrate current events course should not be 
a curriculum development in their schools. Overall. 56 per cent of the 
social as teachers and 68 per cent of the counselors and principals 
"sere in fa. var of the curl-i cuIum development. 
~-----.-
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TABLE XVIII 
VIEYJS OF. SAI1PLED GROUPS AS TO CREATIOr OF 
COURSE OR SERIES OF COURSRS DEALIl\T~ 'WIT~EPARATE CURRENT EVENTS 
PROBLEMS OR A.REAS, Srx CLAS~'"AA HIG~PESCCIF1C". CURRENT 
DES
. 
MO ' 
h LiES. IO/IA. 1969-70 L HOOL.:>. 
-
=- ;; = 
Reporting 
Graue 
+ 
Yes 
Num- Per 
bel' cent 
No 
Num- Per 
bel' cent 
£fO answer 
Num- Per 
bel' cent 
Totals 
Num- Per 
bel' cent 
United states 
history teachers 10 52.6 9 47·4­ 19 100.0 
Government 
teachers 6 54·5 5 45·5 11 100.0 
Economics teachers 1 
./ )).4­ 6 66.6 9 100.0 
Horld history 
teachers 15 71.4 6 28.6 21 100.0 
Totals 34 56.6 26 43·4 60 100.0 
Counselors 18 69·2 7 26·9 1 ).9 26 100.0 
Principa.ls 4­ 66.6 2 )).4 /0 100.0 
Totals 22 (,8·7 9 28.1 1 3·2 }2 100.0 
The final elivision of Chapter IV is concerned 1-Jith opinion ques­
tions dealing ",nth selected areas of administ.ration and guidance. 
directed tmJ:1rd princip:lls and counselors only. As h'aS reported in 
Table XVIII, over 5 per cent of the principals were of the opinion that 
the erea tion of a seQ"lY"ate current events course or series of courses 
, ­
dealing ,\lith specific curl'ent problems or areas, should be a curriculum 
• 
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development in their schools. The following data present the views of 
the principals as to whether professional leadership in curricUlum 
organiza tion. such as initiating curriculum changes ';s a b . f t'
• ... as~c unc lon 
of administration. One hundred per cent of the principals indicated 
that professional leadership in curriaulum organization is a basic 
function of administration. 
Another area investigated concerned whether instructional 
improvement on the building level is a basic function of administration. 
Five of six principals indicated that instructional improvement on the 
building level is a basic function of administration. Three of the 
principals qualified their answers by adding that instructional improve­
ment on the building level should be a joint princip:l1-teacher function, 
't-nth teachers taking part in their 0'l\l1'l special areas. 
Counselors t-lere asked to respond to the follot.n.ng question: f'Do 
yDu believe tmt changing the social studies curriculum to include more 
contemfX)rary or current events courses as electives or alterm.tives to 
reqUired courses would aid you in student scheduling problems? '1 
The data indicate that 80 per cent of the counselors felt that 
the change would aid in student scheduling problems. As >,,-as rep:lrted 
in Table XVIII. ave!' 65 per cent of the counselors were of the opinion 
that	 the creation of a separate current events course or series of 
, sp.e"'~fic cu.......ent "'.roblems or areas should be a courses d~lling tilth ~ ~L v 
Th.··.ere aD.. "."ears to be a greaterh 1 
.curriculum development in	 their se .oos. 
fe.. e.l· tho·. soo.].'a1 studies curriculum changenumber of counselors tha t . 
than actually t~nt	 the change
,·muld help in student scheduling problems 
to occur. 
• 
CRAPI'ER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~~1ENDATIONS 
This study vms designed to investigate the integration of current 
events into the social studies curriculum of the Des Moines, Iowa, 
secondary schools. The purposes of this stUdy were as follows: (1) 
to identify patterns or models of how the teaching of current events 
i.JaS incorp::>rated into the social studies curriculum in the secondary 
schools of Des :YJOines. Iowa; (2) to determine how much time was devoted 
to current events instruction in said classes; (3) to present profes­
sional educators' attitudes with regard to current events instruction 
in the social studies curriculum; am (4) to determine whether current 
events instruction has been enhanced or hindered by adlTlinistrative 
policy. 
First. the questionnaire was constructed by the investigator 
and i..ras based ufXJn the follovdng criteria: (1) review of the literature. 
(2) stUdy of recently completed studies. and (J) the expert opinion of 
individuals involved in social studies. counseling. and acLministration 
in the Des Moines area. 
Second,	 the investigator selected a 100 per cent sample of the 
1 andthree groups to be surveyed: social studies teachers. eaunse_ors, 
principlls from the six Class ItA secondary schools in Des Noines. IOI.J(1. 
,..~ s ~ece4'red from the assistant superin­.....Approval of the invest.igation ,'}L1. -,-, 
·rector of· secondary education for the 
....the ditcndent for education and· v 
system stUdied. 
-- a :w
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The third step concerned validating the questionnaire. The vali.­
dation consisted of administering the questionnaire to a random sample 
equal to 10 per cent or more of the sample who would receive the revised 
and fiml questionnaire. The basic questionnaire was revised by the 
investigator on the basis of suggestions and comments made by the 
validating sample and by the investigato:r-' s committee chairman before 
final approval for use of the questionnaire was given. 
Last, the questionnaires were mailed to the 100 per cent sample 
and were returned by mail. The statistics used in this study and 
presented in Chapter IV were compiled from the returned questionnaires. 
I. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the data in this rePJrt the ma.jor objective of the 
social studies class ioJaS to develop effective, functioral citizens who 
can actWllly participate in solving social. economic. and political 
probleltlS of the \·rorld. To this end. a variety of patterns or models 
were identified as to he,,! the teaching of current events w"aS incorp::>r­
a ted into the social studies curriculum in the secondary schools of Des 
Haines, Iovfd. The Ck'1ta indicated that oral reporting in the form of 
individual reports by students taken from clippings and pictures from 
current rnaterialSr lecturing by the teacher. and com.'1'li.ttee or panel 
. . 1 . d t . to· "',.!\cs e used in currentrer:orts on prev::LOusy ass:tgne' ca egor1.8S or ....."'" ..OJ, 
events instruction. 
The tw'O major methods of class discussion tfere as folloWS: (1) 
spontaneous or planned nature, and (2) discussion 
-._-~----------_•.
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of a topic or event based an an assignment· hiln w . ch information is 
obtained from various sources. 
This investigation revealed that the nJaJ'or p . di 1
erlO ca s worked 
with in teaching current events in social stUdies classes were daily 
newspapers and news magazines. The data . eli t d thatln ca e the major audio­
visual media materials used in teaching current events were television 
programs, motion pictures, film strips, slides, and transparencies. 
The data on the use of community resources revealed that govern­
ment teachers t<1ere the group that used these methods in the greatest 
numbers. Field trips, guest speakers, and individual student or 
committee interviet-Is of public officials headed the list of community 
resources used in current events instruction. 
After identifying the patterns or models of current events 
instruction. a second major area of this investigation was to determine 
hall much time ",ras devoted to current events instruction in the social 
studies classes. The data presented in Table IX indicated that current 
events instruction 't..ras incorporated into regular course Hark; therefore, 
the time differential bet't-J'een current events instruction and regular 
course Hork becarne indistinguishable. This find. coupled "nth the 
finding that the n".ajority of social studies teachers, counselors, and 
princirJals held the philosophy tLL1.t current events should be imple­
mented as a major and inteGral part of the social studies course 
... ' 
content. indi 0,1 tes Unt current events instruction has no" aeen 
. ".. t ' hy q 
ec Current i nst rucLio n ha s been lJ11pleme11 eo. .J, L. 
· d simo,le observation or detection.phil0~Jouhv and p'd~tern l-lhich Iun ers 
" J 
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Third. this investigation revealed that from 94 to 100 per cent 
of all three groups sampled vmre of the opinion that current events 
instruction. controversial as well as non-controversial, vias a function 
of the social studies class. The data concerning professional educa­
tors' attitudes and opinions with regard to current events instruction 
also revealed that a separate current events course dealing ..lith 
specific current problems or areas should be a curriculum deVelopment 
in their schools. 
Last. the data indicated that current events instruction vms not 
hindered by administrative rx:>licy or community pressures. The princi­
p.-'lls indicated very liberal attitudes tmmrd current events instruction. 
However, the fact tmt social studies teachers rerorted that they felt 
the p:lor a vailability of current materials and information for class 
stud"v hi;] S the lnain deterrent to current events instruction could be 
interpreted a s an adJ'!Llnistrative policy or hindrance tm.rard current 
events instruction. This vlOuld have concerned the allocation of money 
for instructional ll".aterials. 
In conclusion, the study indicated th.'lt in the schools studied 
so oial studies cia S5es t,rere higbly oriented tOt4'ard current events 
instruction Hithin the existing framei-rork of required courses for all 
students. 
II. RECOMIviElmATIONS 
The reconnnendations from the imrestigator are suggested on the
 
baS1S of the gathered and the cancl . f Ol"f11u....1Li:".j.1l,'ed fl"'on' - ,. that
 .us~ons • 
-----_.­
6)
 
data. They are as follows: (1) all social studies teachers should have. 
as p3-rt of their formal educr;J.tion. training in the area of current 
events instruction such as a workshop on using the nev1Splper in the 
classroom or a methods course; (2) a series of well-planned in-service 
training meetings aimed at acquainting the social studies teacher "lith 
the COnmlunity resources available for current events instruction should 
be arranged; and (3) a reduction in the number of required social stud­
ies courses in the system studied. to provide for more elective courses 
dealing with specific current problems or areas. should be considered. 
-

---------
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1703 Elder Lane 
Des Moines. Iowa 50315 
l1ay 22. 1970 
Dear Fellow Educator. 
As partial fulfillment of the requirements for my i1aster' s 
Degree in Education at Drake University. I have chosen to conduct a 
field report entitled. nThe Integration of Current Events into the 
Social Studies Curriculum of the Des Moines. Iowa. Secondary Schools. I! 
I am seeking your aid and cooperation in this study. Will you go 
over the enclosed questionnaire, and please check the infornBtion asked 
for from your point of vie,...? If you have comments concerning current 
events instruction which you vn.sh to express. but are not touched upon 
by the questionnaire. please write them in the space provided or on the 
back of the questionnaire. You need not identify yourself in any way. 
Vlould you please mail the completed questionnaire to me. using 
the enclosed. self-addressed. stamped envelope by i/ay 29. 19701 
I sincerely appreciate your tullingness to assist me in tr.is 
study. Thank }'Ou for )'Our help. 
Sincerely yours.
 
(signed)
 
Albert H. Graziano
 
AHG l rng 
Ene. 
CURRENT EVEm'S QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SOCIAL STUDIES 
TEACHERS. COUNS1i.ORS. AND PRINCIPALS 
This questionnaire attempts to find out the extent and methods of 
how the teaching of current events is incorp:>rated into the social 
studies curriculum. Please mark the choice which applies to you. If 
the question does not apply, mark 1\11\ (Not Applicable) in front of it. 
The social studies classes referred to throughout this questionnaire 
are those listed in Question 1. 
1.	 \.;hat is your major teaching area or assignment at the present time? 
United states history American government
 
World history 
- Counseling
 
--- Economics
 
- Principal 
2.	 How often do the social studies classes in your school meet? 
___ Every day 
______Three days per week
 
Less than three days
 
per "mek
 
3.	 How much time is scheduled per period for social studies classes in 
your school? 
Less th.an 50 minutes 50 to 55 minutes

---- 56 minutes Varies
 
Over 5C minutes
 
4.	 . d to·. tn'.e so"";al~ studies classes by:Students are aSSlgne 
Tracking of each grade Random selection
 
Alphabetical sectioning
 
---- of each grade other
 
5,	 . t" hich in your opinion arePlease check the folloi.n.n.g obJec l~es w. ~ school'
 
related to the social studies curnculum In yo ,..
 
t" , iticrens ,,,1'.0 can actuallyTo develop effective, func l~na.l C u. and jX)litical 
particirnte in solving sOClal, eoonOmlc. ­
problems of the "rodd	 ntent l..ri th the events 
To relate formally organized course co . 
of today and tomorrOt'" '. . aopreciation of fornlc'l.lly 
To develop an understanding and,., - 'nt"'., nsic value as a ~ , .	 t t for 11:.8 Ol,1X1 1 L~_ori~anl zed course con en 
bOdJ	 '~'l inauiry.+an:'llY~-... V of knoVJledt.;e	 ·~h"nki~".1 '1··1 of C"l"lca L.,~ leo bi"itv "ror..]To develop the,f>G.:>.,,.. "tation. and v,e a W ~.L J ­
• obscrV-.lt,lon, IntuL pre 
---
·~------_.-
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well-considered jUdgments 
Other 
6.	 Do you feel current ev t . t
studies class? . en S lns ruction is a function of the social 
Yes No 
Does	 your school have a separate7·	 current events course? 
Yes No
 
If your answer is yes, please list official course title.
 
8.	 Does your school have an extracurricular club or organization which 
discusses any facet of current events? 
Yes No
 
If your answer is yes, please list title.
 
9.	 Do you feel that only non-controversial current events should be
 
considered in social studies classes?
 
Yes	 No 
10.	 Do you believe the amount of current events instruction in the 
social studies classes is sufficient? 
Yes	 No 
11.	 Have you h:ld training in the area of current events instruction 
SUch as workshop on using the nevlSp:l.per in the classroom or a 
methods course? 
rbt applicableYes Semester hours No 
12.	 YJhich approach listed below best describes your philosophy for the 
implementation of current events instruction? 
Current events and materials are supplementary and the activ­
i ties relating to them are considered as enrichment to the 
regular course content and instructional materials. The use 
of current events and J1l..aterials is optional \.lith trd.s 
approach.Curr~nt events and materials are incorporated into the re~ular 
. . . d . -I- "'ral rY:> rl of the soc:lalCt)urso "fOrk, oelng a llklJor an :Lnue~;,. Y"; '. "'h
studies course content and instruct:loml rna terlals. L.8 
---
-----a..
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incorporation method is ba i cally
with	 the current scene andSth the p;,actice of starting 
.	 en proceeding to th hi" to " 
ca1 V1.ew. Keeping unit plans flexibl. . . e s I'l­
sequence to take advanta e of cur e J.n ter~s of 
imTY'\rtant to thi g rent events J.s very .t~ s approach.
 
Other (please specify)
 
13·	 In your opinion, what is the main deterrent, 
events instruction?	 if any, to current 
Not enough time to cov th t xtoo ker	 e e . let alone current 
events 
--- Availability of inforl'nation and current materials for class 
study is poor. 
___ Lack of interest by students 
___ A.dministrative discouragement of teaching controversial 
current issues and events in the classroom 
Community pressure to avoid current controversial issues 
and events in the classroom
 
None of these
 
Other (please specify)
 
ll.j-.	 Do you feel teacher enthusiasm and knowledge concerning current 
events ha s a direct beariI1.g on student enthusiasm and reslX>nse to 
current events instruction? 
Yes	 No 
15·	 In your opinion, should the creation of a separate current events 
course or a series of current events courses dealing with specific 
current problems or areas be a social studies curriculu.ril develop­
ment in your school? 
Yes No
 
If yes, please list potential course title:
 
16.	 In ;}ro\lr opJ.mon, vrhat l-Tould the creation of a sep8.rate current 
events course or a series of current events courses dealip..g 1..nth 
specific current problems or areas accomplish? 
Hel p to bettel" relate the school to reality by ans'l-Jering the 
demzmd for !Irelevance. 'I 
Force the number of required social studies courses to be 
reduced to make room for the additions. 
Hake it necessary to go to the seven or eight period day. -1-' r: 
--- 1.nthout reducing the number of required courses. by cut"~!16 
the lJresent amount of class time. due improvement for theIn any, case. it Hould be a 1ong over· ­
so cial studies curriculwn. 
._.
 
r 
---
---
._-......._----­
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Nothing 
Other (please specifY) 
17·	 HOH many years of teaching experience do you have? 
___ 1-5 years 
_____	 16-20 years6-10	 years
---
over 20 years11-15 years 
18.	 What is your sex? Female 
Questions 19-26 ~ for social studies teachers only. 
Principals turn to Question 27, and counselors to Question 29. 
19·	 At what level do you teach current events in your social stUdies 
classes? 
___ Local National All levels 
state International Current events not 
a Illrt of my 
courses 
20.	 \mat special methods of oral rerorts do you work 'l<rl.th in teaching 
current events. 
Individual reports by students taken from clippings and 
pictures from current l'J12 terials. 
Radio or television newscast by an individual student or 
group of students, presented in the style of a 'Jell-known 
commentator. 
Committee or panel relJOrts on previously assigned cate­
gories or topics.
 
Report. or lecture by teacher
 
None
 
Other (please specify) 
21.	 ifTnat soecial methods of class discussion do you <-Jork ,nth in 
teachi~~ current events? 
'" 
Discussion of a topic or event based on ~n assignment i~)-,e 
v-Jhich information is obtained from ~rJd~OUS ~~u:~::~ b~\he 
information is compared, evaluated, an s;yn e . v 
'Vlhole class after stUdents have :read about, the toplC 
imrolv-ed. . .' . . ch netiS film or film 
EVdluative discussion of a ta~d spe.e b' dOlle b-t students 
$' b 1 und l~""adingC1 has cen ;ystriD. aLter aC((:;fO .vc-­
on a" topic or event. . . nlanned nature.
 
Bull	 sess:Lons, of a s}Xlrrbln80US or t-
g 
-----------
---
---
----
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___ Role-playing by students, utilizing staged d4s u . 
model meetin f h b	 ... c SSlons and gs 0 suc odies as the United stat 
a state legislature, the United Nation's securit;SC~::~· 
or labor-management negotiations in ,.Thi' h t.'
•	 .. c a curren lssuei d	 b
- seat ed and. resolved through discussion.
 
None
 
__ Other (please specify)
 
22.	 1tJhat current periodicals do you vlOrk with in teaching current 
events in your social studies classes? 
Daily newspapers 
___ News magazines such as NewS\oleek, Time. or U. S. News and 
\florId Report - - - -­
___ Special classroom student ne10rspapers and magazines 
_____ Government publications 
----
Books
None 
Other (please specify) 
2J.	 Please check the follovring aUdio-visual media materials you use in 
teaching current events in your social studies classes. 
___ Television programs
 
___ Radio programs
 
l1otion pictures
 
--- Current films produced for student vimdng.
 
Film strips, slides, transparencies
 
None
 
Other (please specify)
 
2i.+.	 i'lhat community resources do you 1,40rk v:rith in teaching current 
events in your social studies classes? 
Field trips (to state legislatures. ci~y coun?~ ~eetings. 
--- and other public meetings and commumty actlntles) 
Expert personnel as guest speakers
---- Local university activities ." . 
Individual or comr~ittee intervievTS of pubhc offi~~S. .J ---~ political carrlir1:'ltes. civic leaders. or oth?r Cltuens •.ho 
tk'1 ve a definite point of view on a current lsS'J.e. reported 
to the class. and discussed.
 
None
 
Other (plea. se specify)
 
----
'--'--'~'~';';@-~....'.".""""""
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\Vhat amount of socia.l studies class time do you d.25· 
. t t· .	 spen on current 
events :Lns ruc lon USlng all or artY' combimtion of th b 
mentioned approaches and materials? e a ova-
One class period a week 
Ten to tv.renty minutes per class, per week 
Three or four day unit on current events sandwiched betvreen 
regular course units. 
Incorporate current events into regular course work- there­
fore, time differential between current events in~ruction 
and regular course content becomes indistingUishable_ 
Less than one class period a week
 
None
 
26.	 In your opinion, do you feel that bulletin board displays on 
famous world figures, places, and events help stimulate nevrs read­
ing and interest for students? 
Yes	 No 
J)J you feel that professional leadership in curriculum organization 27· 
such	 as initiating curriculum changes is a basic function of 
administration? 
No 
---
Yes 
28.	 Do you feel th.:'1 t instructional improvement on the building level 
is !l basic function of administration? 
-
NoYes 
Questions 29-30 are foroounselors om}'­
. . 1 ... dies curriculum to 
Do you believe that changlng the soCl.a Sl.U - as electives 
include If10re conte.'11JX'rary or current events. course~ . d t 
• d . "'u'd ald VOU ln SLU en 
or a1termt.i ves to reqUlre courses i·!u .... • 
scheduling problems? 
30. 
No 
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1703 Elder Lane 
Das ~1oines. Iowa 50315 
Princip-3.l 
High School 
Dear Principal: 
Recently I submitted a request to do a study concerning the 
integration of current events into the social science curriculum of the 
Des 11 oines. lot-ra. secondary schools. Dr. Richard P. Klahn and Dr. 
Robert R. Denny revie1rred my request and gave their approval to proceed. 
The suggestion was made that I contact the principals of the six 
high schools to be sampled and make plans accordingly. My study vn.ll 
entail the distribution of a questionnaire to all of the social studies 
teachers in your school with responsibilities for teaching tenth grade 
VTorld history, eleventh grade American history. tvrelfth grade American 
goverrunent I and tHelfth grade economics. The sample also Hill include 
all counselors and principals of the secondary schools studied. These 
sample groups represent the cross sectional vie1-T of instructional 
improvement pertaining to current events instruction Hhich is needed 
to rnake this stUdy possible. 
I am nOVI asking your assistance to aid me in my study. 1tlould 
you send me the foUohring information: (1) a list of the social 
studies tea.ohers in your builc'..ing I·lith resp:msibilities for teaching 
tenth grade "rorld 1>.istory. eleventh grade American history. twelfth grade 
American government. and tHelfth grade economics. and (2) the names of 
the counselors in your school. I vrill call for an ap};X)intment "nth yDU 
to discuss the actual distribution of the questionnaire in your 
building. 
'''h I vou
J 
for the time and cooperation in assisti1'\'i; me in this1, an,( ­
stUdy.
 
Sincerely.
 
(signed)
 
Albert H. Graziano
 
:rne 
Ene. 
